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Abstract-In 2004, Lin et al. proposed an improved 
Shim’s key agreement protocol to reduce one Weil 
pairing operation for efficiency. Unfortunately, their 
improvement is vulnerable to various attacks. In 
particular, an adversary can easily masquerade for 
any arbitrary entity. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In 2000, Joux [3] proposed a one round tripartite 
key agreement protocol based on the Weil pairing. 
However, Joux’s protocol suffers from the man-in-
the-middle attack [8]. Latter, Al-Riyami and 
Paterson [6] proposed a enhancement to improve 
Joux’s protocol. But it was shown that their protocol 
does not achieve some security in [7]. In 2003, Shim 
proposed a new ID-based authenticated key 
agreement protocol by including certified public 
keys [8]. But, this protocol can not withstand the 
key-compromise impersonation attack [2]. Recently, 
Lin et al. [4] argue that Shim’s scheme was not 
efficiently enough. They proposed an improve 
protocol to reduce one Weil pairing operation by 
combining long-term keys and ephemeral keys. 
Their scheme is faster than Shim’s, but it is not as 
secure. In this paper, we show that their 
improvement is vulnerable to key-compromise 
impersonation attack. Moreover, their scheme is 
insecure against impersonation attack since 
adversaries can easily masquerading for any 
arbitrary entity.  

There are many security requirements have been 
identified for key agreement protocols [6][9]. We 
describe them as following. Here we assume A, B 
are two honest entities, and E is an intruder. 

1. Known session key security: a protocol is 
known session key secure if, any session keys 
agreed by any three parties are compromised to 
E, there is no information for E to learn some 
other session keys. 

2. Perfect forward secrecy: a protocol satisfied 
perfect forward secrecy if, the long-term private 
keys are all compromised the security, of 
previous session keys is not affected. 

3. Key-compromise impersonation resilience: a 
protocol which is secure against the key 
compromise impersonation attack if, A’s secret 
key is disclosed to E, E can not impersonate 
others to fool A. 

4. Impersonation resilience: E can not 
impersonate any one in the group to execute the 
protocol and get the session keys with A and B. 

5. Unknown key-share resilience: reference [1][5] 
for detail.  

6. No key control: reference [5] for detail.  
 

The remaining paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we review the Lin et al.’s protocol. 
Section 3 we point out its weakness. We conclude 
this paper in Section 4. 
 
2. Review of Lin et al.’s Protocol 
 

In this section we will brief describe notations 
and protocol, presented in Lin et al.’s paper. It is a 
one round tripartite authenticated key agreement 
protocol, which enables three parties to get a 
common session key. 
 
2.1. Notations 
 
1. p, q: primes, q > 3 and p = 6q – 1. 
2. kdf: key derivation function. 
3. E : supersingular curve defined by 132 += xy     
                over pF . 
4. P: generator with order q. 
5. qµ : subgroup of *

2pF that contains all elements of  

               order q. 
6. qG : group of points with order q 
7. ê : modified Weil pairing qqq GGe µ→×:ˆ   
              satisfies the following properties:  

i. Bilinear: abQPeQbPae ),(ˆ),(ˆ =⋅⋅ , for all  
     ][, qEQP ∈  and Zba ∈, . 
ii. Alternative: 1),(ˆ),(ˆ −= PQeQPe . 
iii. Non-degenerate: there exists a point qGP∈   
      such that 1),(ˆ ≠PPe . 
iv. Polynomial-time computable: ),(ˆ QPe  is  
      computable in polynomial time. 
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8. CA: certification authority 
9. A, B, C: A, B and C’s identifier, respectively. 
10. a, b, c: long-term private keys selected by A, B  
       and C, respectively. 
11. αY : α’s public key and PY ⋅= βα , where  
       )},(),,(),,{(),( cCbBaA∈βα . 
12. αCert : α’s public key certificate issued by CA.  
       αCert  contains α’s public key αY  and unique  
       identifier string of α, where },,{ CBA∈α . 
 
2.2. Protocol 
 

At first, A, B, and C choose random numbers x, y 
and z as ephemeral private keys, respectively. 
Secondly, they compute and broadcast relative value 
to others. That is, 

A broadcasts ( AA CertaPxT ),(⋅= ),  
B broadcasts ( BB CertbPyT ),(⋅= ) and 
C broadcasts ( CC CertcPzT ),(⋅= ). 

Finally, they compute common keys when the 
other’s messages have been arrived. 
A: ))()((),(ˆ),(ˆ czcbybaxaaxa

CCBBA PPeTYTYeK ++++ =++= , 
B: ))()((),(ˆ),(ˆ czcbybaxabyb

CCAAB PPeTYTYeK ++++ =++= , 
C: ))()((),(ˆ),(ˆ czcbybaxaczc

BBAAC PPeTYTYeK ++++ =++= . 
And the shared secret key )||||||( CBAKkdfK A= = 
 )||||||( CBAKkdf B = )||||||( CBAKkdf C . 

 
3. Cryptanalysis of Lin et al.’s Protocol 
 

In this section, we present Lin et al.’s scheme 
does not satisfy two security attributes, which 
described in section 1. We will show that, an 
adversary E can impersonate anyone to fool others; 
even E has no information about the long-term 
private keys. In the same way, their scheme can not 
resist key-compromise impersonate attack. 
 
3.1. Impersonate attack 
 

Suppose E wants to impersonate C and agrees a 
session key with A and B on Lin et al.’s scheme. 
Then, E can execute the following steps: 
Step1. E eavesdrops to get the certificate of C, 

chooses random numbers u and computes 
PuYT CC ⋅+−=′  to masquerading C. That is,  

A broadcasts ( AA CertaPxT ),(⋅= ),  
B broadcasts ( BB CertbPyT ),(⋅= ) and  
E broadcasts ( CCC CertPuYT ,⋅+−=′ ). 

Step2. The keys computed by A, B, and E are:  
        ubybaxaaxa

CCBBA PPeTYTYeK ))((),(ˆ),(ˆ +++ =′++=  
        ubybaxabyb

CCAAB PPeTYTYeK ))((),(ˆ),(ˆ +++ =′++=  
        ubybaxau

BBAAE PPeTYTYeK ))((),(ˆ),(ˆ ++=++=  
Then the shared secret key )||||||( CBAKkdfK A=  
= )||||||( CBAKkdf B = )||||||( CBAKkdf E . 

Thus, E succeeds to impersonate C and agreed a 
session key with A, B. 
 
3.2. Key-compromise impersonate attack 
 

As in session 1, key-compromise impersonate 
attack is a special case of impersonation attack. That 
is, if E can impersonate any entity without long-term 
private key then key-compromised impersonate 
attack is automatically established. Thus, Lin et al.’s 
protocol is insecure under key-compromise 
impersonate attack. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we show that Lin et al.’s protocol is 
vulnerable to impersonate attack. Moreover, either 
their protocol cannot resist key-compromised 
impersonate attack. Since certificates can't be used 
to authenticate users under our attacks. We can say 
that our attack is stronger than man-in-middle attack. 
Finally, to find an efficient and secure tripartite 
authenticated key agreement protocol deserves future 
work. 
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